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As Popular Music Education continues to grow, I’m often asked the difference between “traditional”
music education, jazz education, and popular music education. Over the past 20+ years of teaching
PME, I often run into questions including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why not a marching/concert band?
Why not an orchestra?
Why non-traditional or popular music?
What are the educational benefits of PME?
You don’t really consider PME to be “real” music education, do you?
So you just want to teach people how to be in wedding bands?

With that in mind, over the past year I’ve written several articles on the topic sponsored by the
National Association for Music Education. My first article was titled The Argument for Commercial
Music Education. It received more retweets, shares, and likes on social media than any other NAfME
sponsored post in the last year, highlighting the growing interest of adding a third facet to music
education.
“Traditional” music education must adapt to not only incorporate diverse styles of music, but must
also address disparate learning styles and the diverse backgrounds of our students. The tide is
turning, as a growing number of educators find ways to implement PME into their existing program.
How do we go about continuing this trend? How can we, as a community of experienced PME
educators, help develop, advance, and implement principles of PME across a wider educational
landscape? These are some of the questions we’ll discuss, and I hope to provide insight from my
experiences.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Today, jazz education is an integral part of American music education -- but that was not always the
case. During the 1930s - 1950s, jazz often came under attack in music education texts and journals
because it was thought to have a degenerative effect on school music. Indeed, a majority of music
educators in the United States felt it was inappropriate to include jazz in their music curricula. In fact,
many teachers of "serious" (classical) music went so far as to ban jazz from being played in practice
rooms at their colleges, universities, and conservatories. However, attitudes began to change in the
1960s and 1970s and jazz was gradually accepted by the music education community at large. Two
reasons for the shift were:
1) jazz came to be regarded as art music and not as mere entertainment; and
2) extracurricular jazz activities on college campuses were highly successful.
By the mid 1970s to early 1980s, the music education mainstream began to signal their approval of
jazz. In the 21st century, jazz education still has its critics but is now considered a vital component of
music education in America.”
~ JazzinAmerica.org – The Thelonious Institute of Jazz

Traditional, ensemble-based music education is by far the most common form of music education in
America. Courtesy of GiveaNote.org
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